Figure 1 Map of Nile Delta. Drawing by Claire Thorne

Figure 2 Plan of Bubastis. Drawing by Claire Thorne
Figure 3 Plan of naos, at floor level. Drawing by Claire Thorne

Figure 4 Section of naos. Drawing by Claire Thorne
Figure 5 Elevations of naos showing position of fragments and the areas where carving remained incomplete (shaded). Drawing by Claire Thorne.
Figure 6 Front of naos (decoration beneath cornice, British Museum EA 1080). Drawing by Claire Thorne

Figures 7a (above) & 7b (opposite) Naos, exterior right wall (decoration beneath cornice). Drawing by Claire Thorne

Figure 7a EA 1079
Figure 7b EA 1078
Figures 8a (this page) & 8b (opposite) Naos, exterior back wall (decoration beneath cornice, British Museum EA 1078 and 1079). Drawing by Claire Thorne

Figure 8a EA 1078
Figures 8a & 8b Naos, exterior back wall (decoration beneath cornice, British Museum EA 1078 and 1079 only). Drawing by Claire Thorne

Figure 8b (this page) EA 1079
**Figure 10** Naos, fragment of name frieze, British Museum EA 1005. Drawing by Claire Thorne

**Figure 11** Plan and elevations of naos (EA 1106). Drawing by Claire Thorne
A Naos of Nekhthorheb from Bubastis

Figures 12a (this page) & 12b (opposite) Naos (EA 1106). Drawing by Claire Thorne
Figures 12a (opposite) & 12b this page) Naos (EA 1106), left. Drawing by Claire Thorne
Figures 13a (left) & 13b (above) Naos [EA 1106], left. Drawing by Claire Thorne
Figure 14 Part of a door lintel, front side (F/6.1a) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Figure 15 Part of a door lintel, ceiling of the doorway (F/6.1b) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
Figure 16 Part of a door lintel, front side (G/6.2a) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Figure 17 Part of a door lintel, ceiling of the doorway (G/6.2b) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
Figure 18 Part of a door lintel, front side (G/6.4a) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Figure 19 Part of a door lintel, ceiling of the doorway (G/6.4b) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
Figure 20 Part of a door lintel, ceiling of the doorway (D/6.2) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Figure 21 Part of a door lintel, ceiling of the doorway (D/6.9) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
Figure 22 Reconstruction of the Nekhthorheb-complex (after D. Arnold 1994)

Figure 23 Reconstruction of the Nekhthorheb-complex (after D. Arnold 1999)

Figure 24 Reconstruction of the Nekhthorheb-complex (after Van Siclen 1994)
Figure 25 Cryptographical cartouche (Naville 1891: pl. 46 [A]; C/5.3) ©Egypt Exploration Society

Figure 26 Cryptographical cartouche (drawing from block, Berlin 2099).

Figure 27 The 'souls of Hierakonpolis' (C/7.3) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft